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Abstract. We present a new compressed representation of free trajectories of moving objects. It combines a partial-sums-based structure that
retrieves in constant time the position of the object at any instant, with a
hierarchical minimum-bounding-boxes representation that allows determining if the object is seen in a certain rectangular area during a time
period. Combined with spatial snapshots at regular intervals, the representation is shown to outperform classical ones by orders of magnitude
in space, and also to outperform previous compressed representations in
time performance, when using the same amount of space.
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Introduction

With the appearance of cheap devices, such as smartphones or GPS trackers,
which record the position of moving objects, the need to efficiently store and
manage information on trajectories has become commonplace. Although storage,
network, and processing capacities are rapidly increasing, the available data
grows faster, and demands reduced-size representations [20]. The first option
is to lose precision and discard points of the acquired trajectories, with more
or less sophisticated procedures. A second choice is to keep all the points of
the trajectories and use differential compression [6, 12]. These methods store
for each coordinate (x, y) the difference with the previous point. The problem is
that, to obtain the coordinates of the ith point, we must add up all the preceding
differences. This is a variant of the partial sums problem where the values can
be positive or negative.
Our new method, called Constant Time Access Compressed Trajectories
(ContaCT), uses an Elias-Fano-based [9, 8] representation of the differences that
allows computing the partial sums in constant time while using space comparable to other differential encoding methods. In addition to constant-time access
?
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to the trajectory data, ContaCT provides a hierarchical structure that allows efficiently answering time-interval queries [14] (i.e., determine if an object is seen
inside a rectangular area during a time interval) without the need to follow all
the movements of the object in the queried interval. We use ContaCT to represent the trajectories of a large set of objects. At regular time instants, ContaCT
includes a spatial snapshot with a structure that supports range queries, which is
useful to bound the objects that must be tracked to answer time-interval queries.
Our experiments on a set of real trajectories of ships shows that, while there
exist techniques based on grammar-compression that use less space than ContaCT [3], our index is up to 2.7 times faster when using about the same amount
of space. Our index is also way faster than a baseline differentially compressed
representation, for about the same space. We also compared ContaCT with a
classical MVR-tree, where trajectories are stored as sets of points and timeinterval queries reduce to 3D range queries. It turns out that ContaCT required
1,300 times less space, and it was still faster in time-interval queries spanning
more than 12 instants.
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Background

A trajectory is a sequence of timestamped geographic positions in the twodimensional space. We assume that the recorded timestamps are regularly placed
over time, possibly with periods of time without values. We also assume that
the recorded timestamps are exactly the same for the all objects.
Apart from the basic functionality of returning the whole trajectory of an
object or its position at some time instant, we deal with the following, more
elaborate queries [14]: time-slice returns all the objects in a given query region
at a given timestamp, and time-interval returns all the objects that overlap the
query region at any time instant of an interval.
Bitmaps. A bitmap is a binary sequence B[1, n] that supports the following operations: (i) access(B, i) returns the bit B[i], (ii) rankb (B, i) returns the number of occurrences of bit b ∈ 0, 1 in B[1, i], and (iii) selectb (B, j) returns the
position in B of the j th occurrence of bit b ∈ 0, 1. There exist representations
using n + o(n) bits that answer all those queries in constant time [5]. When the
bitmap has m  n 1s, it is possible to use compressed representations that use
m log(n/m) + O(m) bits [8, 9]. This representation still performs select1 queries
in constant time, whereas access and rank require time O(log(n/m)) [13].
Partial sums. Given values 0 < x1 < x2 < . . . < xm P
≤ n, we can define the
i
differences di = xi − xi−1 and d1 = x1 , so that xi = j=1 di . An Elias-Fano
representation of the partial sums is a bitmap B[1..n] with all B[xi ] = 1 and all
the rest zero, or which is the same, the concatenation of the di values written
in unary. Therefore, we can retrieve xi = select1 (B, i) in constant time, and
the space of the representation is log(n/m) + O(m) bits, close to a differential
representation of the di values.
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Related work

Reducing the size of trajectories. A lossy way to reduce size is to generate
a new trajectory that approximates the original one, by keeping the most representative points. The nest known method of this type is the Douglas-Peucker
algorithm [7]. Other strategies record speed and direction, discarding points that
can be reasonably predicted with this data [17]. A lossless way to reduce space
is to use differential encodings of the consecutive values x, y, and time [6, 12, 19].
Spatio-temporal indexes. Spatio-temporal indexes can be classified into three
types. The first is to a classic multidimensional spatial index, usually the R-tree,
augmented with a temporal dimension. For example, the 3DR-tree [18] uses
three-dimensional Minimum Bounding Boxes (MBBs), where the third dimension is the time, to index segments of trajectories. A second approach is the
multiversion R-trees, which creates an R-tree for each timestamp and a B-tree
to select the relevant R-trees. The best known index of this family is the MV3Rtree [16]. The third type of indexes partitions the space statically, and then a
temporal index is built for each of the spatial partitions [4].
3.1

GraCT

The closest predecessor of our work, GraCT [3], assumes regular timestamps and
stores trajectories using two components. At regular time instants, it represents
the position of all the objects in a structure called snapshot. The positions of
objects between snapshots are represented in a structure called log.
Let us denote Spk the snapshot representing the position of all the objects
at timestamp k. Between, two consecutive snapshots Spk and Spk+d , there is a
log for each object, which is denoted Lk,k+d (id), being id the identifier of the
object. The log stores the differences of positions compressed with RePair [11], a
grammar-based compressor. In order to speed up the queries over the resulting
sequence, the nonterminals are enriched with additional information, mainly the
MBB of the trajectory segment encoded by the nonterminal.
Each snapshot is a binary matrix where a cell set to 1 indicates that one or
more objects are placed in that position of the space. To store such a (generally
sparse) matrix, it uses a k 2 -tree [2]. The k 2 -tree is a space- and time- efficient
version of a region quadtree [15], and is used to filter the objects that may be
relevant for a time-instant or time-interval query.
3.2

ScdcCT

ScdcCT was implemented as a classical compressed baseline to compare GraCT
[3]. It uses the same components, snapshots and logs, but the logs are compressed
with differences and not with grammars. The differences are compressed using
(s, c)-Dense Codes [1], a fast-to-decode variable-length code that has low redundancy over the zero-order empirical entropy of the sequence. This exploits the
fact that short movements to contiguous cells are more frequent than movements
to distant cells.
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ContaCT

ContaCT uses snapshots and logs, just like GraCT. The main differences are in
the log. As explained, in GraCT the log stores the differences of the consecutive
positions. In order to know the position of an object at a given timestamp i, we
access the closest previous snapshot and add up the differences until reaching
the desired timestamp. GraCT speeds up this traversal by storing the total differences represented by nonterminals, so that they can be traversed in constant
time. This makes GraCT faster than a differential representation that needs to
add up all the individual differences, but still it has to traverse a number of symbols that grows proportionally to the distance d between consecutive snapshots.
ContaCT completely avoids that sequential traversal of the log.
4.1

The log

ContaCT represents each Lk,k+d (id) with components time(id), ∆X (id), ∆Y (id).
Time (id) tells the timestamps for which object id has (x, y) coordinates. It
stores the f irst and last positions with data in Lk,k+d (id), and a bitmap T (id)
of last − f irst + 1 bits indicating with a 0 that there is data at that time instant.
∆X (id) stores the differences of the x coordinate using three bitmaps: X(id)t
indicates, for each position having a 0 in T (id), whether the difference is positive
or negative; and X(id)p and X(id)n store the positive and negative differences,
respectively, using Elias-Fano. ∆Y (id) is analogous.
Given the log Lk,k+d (id) and a local timestamp i ∈ [1, d − 1], we compute
the x coordinate of the object id at that timestamp as follows (analogous for y):
1. dis = rank1 (T (id), i−f irst+1) returns the number of timestamps for which
we have no data (the object was missing) until position i, counting from the
first timestamp with data.
2. pos = rank1 (X(id)t , i−dis−f irst+1) and neg = i−dis−f irst−pos+1, are
the number of positive and negative differences until position i, respectively.
3. select1 (X(id)p , pos) − pos − (select1 (X(id)n , neg) − neg) returns the x coordinate at timestamp i.
We use the sparse bitmap representation for X(id)p and X(id)n , and the plain
version for X(id)t and T (id). The size of the complete structure is n log N/n +
O(d) bits, where N is the sum of the differences in x, and n ≤ d is the number
of positions where the object has coordinate information.
Example. The top of Figure 1 shows the coordinates of a trajectory. There
is no data about the position of the object at timestamps 1, 6, 7, 11, and 12.
Timestamps 0 and 13 are represented with snapshots. Arrays X and Y contain
the absolute coordinates of the trajectory, and ∆X and ∆Y the corresponding
differences (the arrays are not stored in this form, they are included for clarity).
Below those arrays, we have the data structure time(id): First and last store
the first and last timestamps of L0,13 (id) that have data, and bitmap T (id) has
a bit for each timestamp in between. A bit 1 means no data for its timestamp.
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Fig. 1. The log of ContaCT for a given object id.

The bottom of the figure shows the three bitmaps that represent ∆X(id).
X(id)t has a bit for each bit set to 0 in T (id), that is, for each position of ∆X(id)
with a value. Each bit of X(id)t indicates whether the corresponding difference
is positive or negative. For each bit of X(id)t set to 1, X(id)p stores in that
value in unary. X(id)n stores, in the same way, the negative differences.
Let us extract the x coordinate at timestamp 9. First, we obtain the number
of disappearances until timestamp 9: dis = rank1 (T (id), i−f irst+1) = 2. Next,
we obtain the number of positive and negative differences until timestamp 9:
pos = rank1 (X(id)t , i−dis−f irst+1) = 4 and neg = i−dis−f irst−pos+1 = 2.
Finally, the x coordinate is select1 (X(id)p , pos)−pos−(select1 (Xn , neg)−neg) =
select1 (X(id)p , 4)−4−(select1 (X(id)n , 2)−2)=16−4−(5−2) = 12−3 = 9. t
u
4.2

Indexing the logs

Our representation yields constant-time extraction of whole trajectories and direct access to any point. To solve time-slice and time-interval queries, we may
just compute the position or consecutive positions of the object and see if they
fall within the query area. Although we can rapidly know the position of an
object in a given timestamp, if we have to inspect all the timestamps of a given
queried interval, we may spend much time obtaining positions that are outside
the region of interest. In order to accelerate these queries over the logs, ContaCT
stores an index for each Lk,k+d (id).
The index is a perfect binary tree that indexes the timestamps of the interval
[k + 1, k + d − 1] containing data (i.e., after being mapped with T (id)). Let C

Fig. 2. The index of a log.

indicate the number of timestamps covered by a leaf. Internal nodes cover the
ranges covered by all the leaves in their subtree. Each node stores the MBR of
the positions of the object during their covered interval of timestamps.
To check the positions of the object in the interval [b, e], where 1 ≤ b ≤ e < d,
we first compute b0 = rank0 (T (id), b − f irst) and e0 = rank0 (T (id), e − f irst),
and then check the timestamps of the tree in the range [b0 , e0 ]. The way to use
this tree is described in the next subsection.
Example. Figure 2 shows the index for the trajectory of Figure 1. C is 2, so
the leaves cover at most 2 timestamps. In L0,13 (id), there are 7 time instants
with values, at timestamps 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10. Therefore the leftmost leaf
of the tree covers the positions at timestamps 2 and 3, the next leaf covers the
timestamps 4 and 5, and so on.
The root contains the MBR that encloses all the positions in the interval
covered by L0,13 (id). Since there are 7 timestamps with values, we labeled it
R1−7 . At the top right, that MBR is drawn as a rectangle with a solid line. The
left child, R1−4 , covers the positions of the first 4 timestamps. The right child,
R5−7 , covers the timestamps from the 5th to the 7th , and son on. The secondlevel MBRs are shown at the top right as rectangles with densely dotted lines,
whereas the third level MBRs are drawn with scattered dotted lines.
t
u
Observe that each log stores the movements of one object between two snapshots, therefore there will be a considerable number of trees. To save space, we
store the perfect trees in heap order, avoiding pointers. Each tree is then stored
as two arrays, nodesX and nodesY, storing the extremes of the MBRs in each
dimension. The children of a node at position p are at 2p and 2p + 1.
Further, the arrays nodesX and nodesY are compressed by storing the values
of the nodes below the root as differences with respect to their parent. For

example, the values at position 2 (corresponding to R1−4 ) of nodeX are stored
as the values of the parent (2,10) minus the values at position 2 (2,5), that is,
(0,5). As a result, the numbers are smaller, and we use blog mc + 1 bits for each
number, being m the largest difference (the root MBRs are stored separately).
4.3

Queries

To answer a time-slice or a time-interval query, we use the closest previous
snapshot to filter the objects that cannot possibly make it to the query region
within the given time frame, by exploiting the maximum speed at which objects
can move. Let r = [x1 , x2 ]×[y1 , y2 ] be a rectangular region in the two-dimensional
space, and b < e two timestamps. Let s be the maximum speed, in our dataset,
of any object. We denote ER(r, q), the expanded region of r at timestamp q,
the area that contains the points that must be considered from the preceding
snapshot. If the timestamp of the preceding snapshot is k, then ER(r, q) =
[x1 − s · (q − k), x2 + s · (q − k)] × [y1 − s · (q − k), y2 + s · (q − k)].
Time-slice. A time-slice query specifies a region r and a timestamp q. Assume
q is between snapshots Spk and Spk+d . We perform a range query on Spk to
retrieve all the objects id in ER(r, q). If q = k, we simply return all those objects
id. Otherwise, we access the log Lk,k+d of each such object id to find, in O(1)
time, its position at (local) time q − k, and report id if the position is within r.
Time-interval. A time-interval query specifies a region r and an interval [b, e].
It can be solved as a sequence e0 − b0 + 1 time-slice queries (where b0 and e0 are
described previously), but we exploit the tree of MBRs to speed up the query.
Each object that is within ER(r, q) must be tracked along the timestamps b
to e, to determine if it has a position inside r. We compute b0 and e0 as described
previously and use the MBR tree to quickly filter out the elements that do not
qualify. We start at the tree root, and check if (1) the timestamps of the node
intersect [b0 , e0 ] and (2) the root MBR intersects r. If not, we abandon the search
at that node. Otherwise, we recursively enter its left and right children. When
we reach a leaf, we extract all the positions one by one, looking for the first that
falls within r. We develop specialized procedures to extract the next point faster
than a random access in our Elias-Fano representation.
We further prune the search by continuously considering the maximum speed
of the objects. Assume [b0 , e0 ] is within the right child of a node since the left one
covers only [b01 , e01 ]. If the minimum distance between the MBR of the left and r,
along any coordinate, is p > s·(b−e1 ), then there is no need to examine the right
child. Here e1 is the original timestamp corresponding to e01 , which is obtained
with select0 (T (id), e01 ) + f irst − 1. The same argument holds symmetrically
with the left child. Finally, as we traverse the positions in a leaf, we verify this
condition continuously to preempt the scan as soon as possible (we use a special
“select-next” method on T (id) to speed up consecutive select queries).
Example. Let us run the time-interval query for the area r = [4, 5] × [4, 10]
and (mapped) time interval [b0 , e0 ] = [2, 4] in the log of Figure 2. We start at

the root, which covers the time range [1, 7] and has MBR [2, 10] × [4, 10]. Since
both intersect the query, we continue. Since the tree is perfect, we know that
the left subtree covers the timestamps [1, 4] and the right one covers [5, 7]. Since
the right child does not intersect the query time interval, we only descend by
the left one, R1,4 . Its MBR is [2, 5] × [4, 7], which intersects r, so we continue.
Its left child, R1,2 , covers the time interval [1, 2], which intersects [b0 , e0 ], so we
enter it. However, its MBR is [2, 3] × [4, 6], which does not intersect r and thus
we abandon it. The right child of R1,4 , R3,4 , also intersects the time interval of
the query. Its MBR is [3, 5] × [5, 7], which intersects r. Finally, since R3,4 is a
leaf, we access the 3rd and 4th positions in the log, finding that the object was
in r at time instant 4.
t
u
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Experimental Results

ContaCT was coded in C++ and uses several data strucures of the SDSL library[10]. As baselines, we include GraCT and ScdcCT [3], also C++ programs,
and the MVR-tree from the spatialindex library (libspatialindex.github.io).
We used a real dataset storing the movements of 3,654 ships on a grid of size
2,723 × 367,775 and 44,642 time instants, whose plain representation requires
395.07 MB; we measure our compression ratios against that size. Appendix A
gives more details on the dataset.
The experiments ran on an Intel R CoreTM i7-3820 CPU @ 3.60GHz (4 cores)
with 10MB of cache and 64GB of RAM, over Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS with kernel
3.2.0-115 (64 bits), using gcc 4.6.4 with -O9. We tested six types of queries:
– Object searches for the position of a specific object at a given timestamp.
– Trajectory returns the positions of an object between two timestamps.
– Slice S and Slice L are time-slice queries for small regions (272 × 367 cells)
and large regions (2723 × 3677 cells), respectively.
– Interval S are time-interval queries specifying a small region on small intervall (36 timestamps), and Interval L are time-interval queries specifying
large regions on large intervals (90 timestamps).
We measure elapsed times. Each data point averages 20,000 Object queries,
10,000 Trajectory queries, or 1,000 of Slice/Interval queries.
Compressed representations. We built ContaCT, ScdcCT and GraCT with
different snapshot distances, namely every 120, 240, 360, and 720 timestamps.
ContaCT was also built with different values of C (the number of timestamps
covered by the leaves of the MBR trees), specifically 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, and
640. We used Elias-Fano on the bitmaps T (id), which were sparse, but turned to
plain bitmaps to represent X(id) and Y (id), as they were not sufficiently sparse
after mapping from T (id).
Figure 3(a) shows the size with the different settings. All the structure sizes
decrease as the distances between snapshots increase, and ContaCT also decreases as C increases. Thanks to its grammar-compression, the densest snapshot sampling of GraCT still uses 11% less space than the sparsest sampling of
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Fig. 3. Compressed representations comparison; beware of logarithmic y axes.

ContaCT. In turn, ContaCT is smaller than the other differentially compressed
representation, ScdcCT, for example by 14% in their sparsest configurations.
Figure 3(b) shows the average answer times for Object and Trajectory queries.
ContaCT is especially fast on Object queries, thanks to its constant-time extraction mechanism. This makes it mostly independent of the snapshot sampling,
and twice as fast as GraCT and three times faster than ScdcCT, even with their
fastest configurations. GraCT is faster than ScdcCT, because it can traverse
nonterminals of the grammar in constant time. For Trajectory queries, ContaCT is still faster by 20%. The difference decreases because sequential access to
trajectories is not comparatively that slow with the other methods. The reason
why some curves actually improve with a sparser snapshot sampling is that some
extra work is needed when the query goes through various snapshots.
Figure 3(c) shows time-slice queries. The snapshot sampling is now crucial,
since it affects the number of candidates that must be considered from the preceding snapshot (the computation of ER(r, q)). Since ContaCT can access the
desired time instant in constant time, it is considerably faster than the others
for a given snapshot sampling. However, GraCT matches ContaCT (and outperforms it for more selective queries) for a similar space usage, because GraCT
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can use a denser sampling thanks to its better compression of the log. ContaCT,
on the other hand, outperforms ScdcCT by far.
Figure 3(d) shows time-interval queries, with various values of C for ContaCT. Even with the nearly smallest-space configuration (snapshot interval 360,
C = 160), ContaCT outpeforms the largest GraCT configuration by a factor of
2, thanks to the MBR trees that index the logs. Using smaller C values does not
significantly improve the time, on the other hand, thanks to our optimized leaf
traversal procedure. Once again, the baseline ScdcCT is much slower.
Comparison with a spatio-temporal index. We compare ContaCT with
MVR-tree, a classic spatio-temporal index. We configured MVR-tree to run in
main memory. To avoid space problems, we had to build the MVR-tree over a
quarter of the input dataset. The size of the MVR-tree on this reduced input
was 15.41 GB (including the data), while the maximum-space configuration of
ContaCT uses 11.61 MB, three orders of magnitude less.
The MVR-tree can only solve time-slice and time-interval queries. We built
ContaCT with different snapshot samplings and C = 80. Figure 4(a) shows
that our structure is faster on time time-interval queries, but slower on our
time-slice queries. Figure 4(b) studies the turning point, by increasing the time
span of time-interval queries, using the smallest-space configuration of ContaCT
(snapshot period of 720). Note that MVR-tree times increase linearly whereas
ContaCT stays essentially constant. ContaCT outperforms MVR-tree on interval
lengths over 6 on large-region queries and over 12 in small-region ones.
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Conclusions

We have presented ContaCT, a structure to index trajectories of sets of moving
objects in compressed form. ContaCT can efficiently retrieve points or segments
of individual trajectories, and answer spatio-temporal range queries on the set
of objects. ContaCT combines sampled two-dimensional snapshots compressed

with k 2 -trees, with logs differentially compressed and represented with EliasFano, which gives constant-time access to trajectory points. It also includes
a hierarchical MBR mechanism that, combined with a pruning done on the
snapshots, efficiently answers spatio-temporal queries.
Our experiments show that ContaCT compresses the data by a factor of
almost 10 and outperforms by far, in space and time, a baseline alternative
based on compressing small consecutive differences. ContaCT is also more than
1,000 times smaller than a classical spatio-temporal index, while being faster on
all but very time-narrow queries. Compared with GraCT, the smallest existing
representation based on grammar-compressing the trajectories, ContaCT uses
more space. However, when both indexes are set to use the same amount of
space, ContaCT generally makes better use of it, outperforming GraCT in most
queries, by a factor of up to 3.
Future work involves extending ContaCT to more sophisticated queries, such
as nearest-neighbor spatio-temporal queries.
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A

Dataset details

The dataset used in our experimental evaluation corresponds to a real dataset
storing the movements of 3,654 boats sailing in the UTM Zone 10 during one
month of 2014. It was obtained from MarineCadastre.4 Every position emitted
by a ship is discretized into a matrix where the cell size is 50 × 50 meters. With
this data normalization, we obtain a matrix with 1,001,451,325 cells, 2,723 in
the x-axis and 367,775 in the y-axis. As our structure needs the position of
the objects at regular timestamps, we preprocessed the signals every minute,
sampling the time into 44,642 minutes in one month.
To filter out some obvious GPS errors, we set the maximum speed of our
dataset to 55 cells per minute (over 234 km/h) and deleted every movement
faster than this speed. In addition, we observe that most of the boats sent their
positions frequently when they were moving, but not when they were stopped
or moving slowly. This produced logs of boats with many small periods without
signals (absence period). Taking into account that an object cannot move too
far away during a small interval of time, we interpolated the signals when the
absence period was smaller than 15 minutes, filling the periods of absence with
these interpolated positions.
With these settings the original dataset occupies 974.43 MB in a plain text
file with four columns: object identifier, time instant, coordinate x and coordinate
y. Every value of these columns are stored as a string. However, to obtain a
more precisely compression measure, we represent this information in a binary
file using two bytes to represent object identifiers (max value 3,653), two bytes
for the instant column (max value 44,641), two bytes for the x-axis (max value
2,723) and three bytes for the y-axis (max value 367,775). Therefore, the binary
representation of our dataset occupies 395.07MB.

4

http://marinecadastre.gov/ais/

